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(From l.,) Francesco Sedita, Susan Marston, Lauren Tarshis, and Angela Ungaro.
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Sedita began by asking the panelists to name

Manhattan. The speakers conversed about what
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makes middle grade a distinctive category, its growth

grade books. For Ungaro, it’s complicated. In
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For Tarshis, defining middle grade really “boils
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down to world view,” and she agrees that a degree
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Arriving at a precise definition of middle grade is
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For Ungaro, she hopes that books will cease to have
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out of the library, Ungaro reported. On numerous
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reaching its “peak.”

Marston believes in the power of peer
recommendations, saying: “If you can prove to a
kid that another kid had an amazing experience
with a book, you’re in.” Ungaro echoed that, saying
that direct peer-to-peer recommendations are
instrumental in terms of getting kids to pick up
books they otherwise would not.

